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About Oitenta

Oitenta is an independent product design and making
studio of sustainable home & living objects for the
contemporary lifestyle. Objects that seek to combine
design and functionality with handcrafting, using natural
materials.

Oitenta creates objects for the daily life of those people
who are passionate about design and who also share a
philosophy of life based in owning less things but special
and authentic ones.

The studio-workshop is located in A Cidade Vella, the
medieval neighbourhood of A Coruña (North-Western
Spain) that used to host traditional trades in the past.





About me

I was born in 1980 in A Coruña, Spain. From a very young age I have
always loved to pick up anything within reach, take it apar t and use
it to create new stuff.

I studied at the Elisava School of Design in Barcelona (2002-2006) 
where I used to dream of one day creating iconic designs such as those
made by my favorite designers: Charles & Ray Eames, Dieter Rams, Arne
Jacobsen and Naoto Fukasawa.

In 2016, after several years gathering experience, working as a freelancer
and some failed attempts at launching my own products, I decided to go 
back to basics: back to creating gadgets with my own two hands. And so I
find myself again surrounded by scissors, tools and glue.

Ever since I have been working passionately for those who love designer
products, collaborating with marketplaces and other means that help me
reach those clients looking for unique objects, and brands they can relate
to which reflect their values and views on life.
 
My collection of objects intends to reflect these principles and my views on
design and consumerism.

I love facing the design of a common product and finding a solution that
results in a unique and original object that makes it special and authentic.

Rafael Fernández
designer & maker



Carapucha lamp
OITCL002

A lamp designed to take center stage and
provide warm and intimate mood lighting. 
It represents the conjunction of geometry
with nature.



Montelouro smartphone stand
OITMC001

Modern smartphone and tablet stand made
of hand poured concrete. Unique in its kind
because thanks to its carefully designed
geometry, it can be used in different position
to hold various sized devices.



Carapucha valet tray
OITCT011

Exclusive valet tray for the entryway or your
desk, designed with a geometric style as a
transition between a rectangle and an irregular
octagon.

Made of 13 pieces, crafted by hand using only
locally sourced chestnut wood and natural
oil.



Eira bench
OITEB015

Entryway & dressing room storage bench and 
low tv stand that combines contemporary nordic
design with traditional craftsmanship.

A very special piece of furniture you would be
able to use almost anywhere in your home.

Made to last.



Floating shelf and planter box
OITPS019

A versatile wall floating shelf with drawer and a
planter box. You can place it in any room at home,
use it to decorate with plants, cactus and 
succulents or to organize your books and favorite 
readings.



Desk organizer with drawer
OITED003

Wood desk organizer with drawer, created to
be useful, versatile and durable. A beautiful blend
of modern and functional design with traditional

craftsmanship.



Carapucha octo tray
OITCT010

Small geometric valet & catch all tray, designed as
a transition from a square shaped base to an
octogonal top.

It’s made of 13 pieces assembled carefully and
finished by hand in a slow but rewarding process



Birch wall and desk storage
OITWD017

Handmade wooden wall hanging and desk 
storage box designed to provide you with

a functional solution to organize your
everyday objects, mail and desk accessories.

A simple wooden box you can hang anywhere
you need it to use it as a shelf and a box.



Wooden watchbox case
OITWB009

Exclusive classic wood watch organizer.
Contemporary design crafted by hand wooden

case for watch lovers, collectors and jewelry
enthusiasts.



Estuche desk organizer
OITES007

Handmade organizer for your home & office
desk. Made of solid chestnut wood and available

in natural and walnut rustic finishings.



Wall mounted magazine rack
OITMR016

Minimalistic magazine rack, book holder, mail and
newspaper organizer specifically designed to hang

on the wall. Functional design combined with
traditional craftsmanship, sustainable materials and

recycled package.



Edison lamp
OITEL018

An elegant combination of contemporary design
with traditional craftsmanship.

Made of local solid chestnut wood curved by
hand through the traditional method of steam

bending in a slow process that I enjoy a lot,
carefully shaped and finished with natural wax..



Carapucha pot
OITCP012

Multipurpose pot, designed as a transition from a
base shaped as a square and a top, shaped as an
octagon. A decorative accessory to be placed on
top of any surface such as a desk, an entryway
console table, etc and that could be used as a
storage for your crafts tools, as par t of your desk
organization or just as a decorative accessory.



Splat silicone trivet
OITST021

Splat is a rubber object created to protect the delicate 
surfaces in your home from bumps, scratches or burns.
But it is much more than a trivet or a coaster that you
place to prevent your warm tea from burning your
living room’s vintage table while you read your favorite
book. With Splat you can also protect the floor and your
furniture’s wooden legs, you can avoid the mark tha
leaves your bike’s kickstand or you can use it to prevent
the stool made by your brother-in-law to limp.



Montelouro rubber edition
OITMS020

Silicone smartphone stand, a really useful accessory 
for everyday situations.

Montelouro is handmade one by one, in our
workshop using high quality silicone rubber. A

material we choose for its impressive characteristics
such as durability, strength and easy cleaning, for

its ethereal appearance and, fundamentally,
for its softness and flexibility.



3d printed steel phone stand
OITSS028

Minimalistic phone stand designed to be
as simple as possible, essential and solid.

Made of 3d printed steel. 
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